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GBSH IN ENGLAND UNDER LABOUR       “The Hungry Sheep……”          

 

 

PREFACE 

 

This Report started as an assessment for the GBSH directors of the likelihood of England's Housing 

Associations increasing their New Build output significantly were Labour to be the Government.  The 

scope spread as the Context offered no neat boundaries, so we have a Thoughts Piece mixed into the 

Assessment.     

 

It may also be useful more widely.  We can consider how to offer it outside.  To the Sector?  To 

NHF?  To Labour?  To the Media?  Whether an academic group would take its ragbag nature and 

build on it rigorously is worth testing.   There is a lot stirring around England's housing but little 

actual to offer to the queue. 

 

The Report references Housing Associations (HA), and we know it should really be Registered Social 

Landlords (RSL). 

 

 

 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 

It is essential to view New Home Build in the Total Context of Society. Otherwise, it fails and will 

remain hurtful for a generation until demolition resolves matters.  The context includes education, 

employment, health.  Inside the housing world itself, the attitudes and approaches determine the 

Quality and Quantity of production.  Such a holistic context is always subject to falling away because 

of short-term pressures. The choice of Leaders who are vigilant, sincere and competent may save it 

from getting lost in the day by day focus on detail and single-issue actions. 

 

There is nothing inevitable about England's social housing culture. Other countries of similar wealth 

levels do it in distinctly different ways in their own context, with different outcomes.  Singapore and 

Hong Kong, temples of high capitalism, have very high proportions of their populations in publicly 

owned homes, and hence a wide social spectrum as Tenants.  Japan, Scotland and Holland are each 

successful but different on social housing.  They offer actual experience for checking new ideas but 

none of these is right for England with its own context. The roles of Charities and Trade Unions are 

there to call on, for example. 

 

Housing even with the Labour List cannot be successfully treated as a stand free 

matter.  Jobs, Education, Health are the other central Elements of a Community, plus Retail, 

Commerce, Leisure and Governance.  One cannot just wish 2,000,000 to leave the South East 

and turn up in Northern England.  Can one truly divert the Infrastructure Capital Spend, 

including New Housing, out of the South East/London to be even equally shared across 

England?  Policy must be integrated if one seeks to do other than more of the same. And 

raises again the old dilemma - whether to subsidise, and when to the Person, when to the 

Property? 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

1.  GBSH is a specialist funder of small and mid-sized UK based registered housing associations 

(RSLs).  It raises money via a £2 billion rated, listed bond programme.  It currently has £274 

million in issue and investors are long term, buy-to-hold investors across the globe.  RSL’s 

benefit from receiving long term, fixed rate loans with tenors ranging from 20 – 30 years.  GBSH 

is a single purpose finance company – funding only RSLs via its bond programme.  It has 

charitable purpose and, as a consequence, is able to offer RSLs very cost efficient long term 

funding.  GBSH loans can be used by RSLs to develop or acquire additional stock, maintain 

existing stock or refinance existing loans. 

 

GBSH was originally structured and launched by the MBIA Inc London office on 12 February 

2013.  At that time, MBIA Inc was a global based bond insurance company though it has now 

reduced its global footprint and focuses on underwriting US based public bonds only.     

 

Since launch, GBSH has steadily grown its loan book and now has 16 borrowers and 22 loans to 

RSLs in England, Scotland and Wales.  Given its charitable purpose, its fees are fixed and so are 

the rates offered to all borrowers.  This means that RSLs have the assurance that their loans will 

remain affordable (rates and fees being fixed over the life of the loan) and, more importantly, that 

there is no possibility of their loans being re-negotiated over time.   

 

As a specialist funder of smaller and mid-sized RSLs, GBSH has developed a very focused credit 

process that covers all material aspects of managing these RSLs over time.  The firm is careful is 

approving strong and well managed borrowers and also has a comprehensive annual surveillance 

programme in place for each borrower and all loans are fully compliant with GBSH credit 

criteria.    

 

2.   All of GBSH’s lending experience has been under Conservative-led UK governments.  Its 

methods and assumptions have been developed in that frame. Characteristics of the period 

include very cheap money, huge reductions in public subsidy for Housing Association new build, 

slow or no rent rises and withdrawal by the Banks from long-term lending.    

 

To sustain their momentum the biggest Housing Associations borrowed directly from the Money 

Markets, building and selling houses as Developers hoping to make enough profit to carry on 

new building for the poor to rent.  GBSH was squeezed towards the medium and recently smaller 

HAs who want to build more homes but lack enough financial capacity to go directly to 

Market.  The total delivery has been modest.  That GBSH survived and is credible is an 

achievement. GBSH is also very conservative on risk, aware of the burden of returning all of the 

money intact 20/30 years on, to whomever then holds the Bonds. 

 

3.   Given the politics at present the chance of a Labour led UK Government soon is sufficiently 

significant to go on the Risk Register. Not just prudent, it is necessary for GBSH to consider the 

opportunities and threats that will arise for its trading in such a scenario. 

 

 The Subject of the Report is the effect of a Labour Government on medium and small HAs in 

England and in particular their ability to participate in any surge of new social/affordable homes 

construction.  We have treated the current Labour Policy document, 'Housing for the Many', as if 

it will be Labour’s Programme in office. This Report is on England only, in accord with the 

powers devolved to the other nations.  Reruns for other Administrations are possible, given 

GBSHs spread of experience. 

 

ENGLANDS HOUSING CONTEXT 

 

4.   To understand English Housing Associations, one starts with the national context. The 

population of England at 31/3/2017 was 55,619,000. It has increased steadily over the last 10 
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years at around 400,000 annually. The variations year to year are not significant here, especially 

since the numbers are only best estimates from ONS.  The 3 large factors in the increases were 

fertility, longevity and net migration.   

 

 Housing which lasts for 100 years ought to be viewed with a 20 year horizon.  Confidence limits 

make forward projections useful only for about 5 years, with a sceptical eye on 10 years.  For the 

5 years 2019 to 2023 we will assume population increases of 0.75% annually, 2 000 000 more 

people in England. 

 

 England's 9 Regional populations each grew in each of the last 10 years.  The North East Region 

had the lowest rates of increase.  To project at these recent regional rates is fair (the data numbers 

are all big enough) if one assumes that Labour policies will be the same as the 

Government's.  That is unlikely but in the absence of specific reasons we will use a uniform 

0.75% population growth on all regions. 

 

5.  England had 23,860,000 units of housing at 31/3/17, made up of 2.679 million HAs, 1.612 

million LAs and 19.569 million privately owned most occupied some rented.  That total stock 

grew by 1,000,000 homes in the Period 2007-17.  When examined as divided into 9 Regions x 3 

Owner Groups x 10 Years these 270 numbers look erratic. The reality has been much more 

even.  Influences real and imaginary include redefinitions, re-categorisations, omissions, 

additions, some LSVT transfers from LAs to HAs, the 3 year plan of 155,000 new HA builds 

from 2008, the stalling of private building in 2009 regurgitated by Kick Start and the 3/4 year 

HA Government subsidy Programmes creating 3 year waves.  

 

 One should assume more of the same for the next 5 Years if Government policies remain the 

same.   We must note the abnormal Bank Lending Rate of 0.5% (with 0.25 and 0.75 periods) 

through the last 10 years.  The EU relationship changes may reduce home building rates, 

everything else remaining the same.  A broad straight-line projection of the previous 5 year 

building rate is as refined as one ought to use or rely on here in a remain much the same context. 

 

6.   Just about all English housing is subsidised, in a huge variety of ways, with a very large 

cumulative financial and general long-term effect on Society.  This issue gets developed in Para 

23.     

 

LABOUR’S HOUSING POLICY 

 

7.   In April 2018 Labour published its 'Green' Paper entitled Housing for the Many.  It gives an 

outline for a 10 Year Plan to get everybody in England reasonably housed.  There are many 

proposals covering land, finance, ownership, tenure, rights, needs etc. The central tangible 

product is 1,000,000 new public homes built over 10 years, delivered especially by Local 

Authorities but also by Housing Associations. Though it is not an executive document, we will 

use it here as if it is the basis for the Housing Sector in the event of a Labour Government, and so 

the context in which GBSH would have to operate.  Housing for the Many makes many 

proposals on - 

 

-  Affordable.  Redefine as Social Rent, Living Rent and LCO Housing, linked to local pay rates. 

-  Build. One million new homes over 10 years, delivering at 100 000 by Year 5. 

-  Leadership. Create a Department of Housing at Secretary of State status. 

-  Overseeing. Use an Office of Housing Delivery to oversee all.  cf Office of Budget 

Responsibility 

- Delivery.  Beef up Homes England.  

-  Stability.  Suspend Right to Buy.  LAs and Local H Cos not forced to sell stock.  No migration to 

80% rents. 

-  Grant. Open dated conditional zero interest loans.  £4 billion a year x10 to LAs and HAs to build. 

- Public Rents. Fix a 10 year rises Formula and so allow confident commercial borrowing. 

- Social. Scrap the spare bedroom deduction.  Benefit available for under 21s.  Pause Universal 

Credit rollout. 
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-  Finance.  LA borrowing caps lifted. HAs to borrow from Pension and Insurance funds, Local 

Govt Pension funds, National Investment Bank. 

-  Land. Ownerships and Options all to be registered and fully revealed.  LA duty to deliver 

Affordable homes. 

-  S106.  Viability loophole cancelled.  More aggressive trained LA negotiators.  All Planning 

Permissions to have S106 obligation.  Use Floor Area as criterion selectively. 

-  Sovereign Land Trust.  Acquire land at near to Existing Use prices, to use for new housing. 

-  Public Land.  Disposals to be preferentially sold for (social?) housing.   NHS, MOD, LAs, 

Network Rail, ...... 

-  New Towns.  Plus Garden Cities.  Usefulness to be studied by Armitt's NI Commission. 

-  Delivery. All HAs to be enabled to build more, including Medium and Small.  LAs to recreate 

House building and managing sections.  For Profit HAs to be closed.  Encourage Coops, CL 

Trusts, Self-Build, EO Mutuals .... 

-  Off Site Production.  Seek ways to expand it successfully. 

- Labour Force.  Organised Apprenticeships.  Graduate Trainee scheme.  Role for Unions to help. 

-  Regeneration. Residents Ballots.  No fewer Homes at Social Rents.  Right to new home within 

the site at old Rent. 

-  Empties. For Low Demand 'abandoned' areas, use HAs to do up and re-use.  Empower LAs to tax 

long empties highly and to Take Over. 

- Better Quality.  Architect Supervision.  Local Materials.  Zero Carbon new homes.  EPC 3 for 

all.  Insulate.  Increase new room sizes.  Enforce Lifetime Standards.  Smart Tech in all New 

Build. 

-  Fire.  Sprinklers in all high rise.   Building Control and Fire (LA + Fire Service) publicly 

accountable. Consider Hackitt 2.   

-  Decent Homes.  Complete the 2 million homes 2000-10 Programme, for the last 500,000 old 

homes over 5 years.  Safety added to Decent 2. 

-  Tenant Empowerment.  Create a Commissioner to bring Tenants Views to bear.  Consult about 

Tenant representatives on LA Housing and HA Boards, on Regulator including Consumer 

Standards, on a Unified Housing Ombudsman. 

-  Tenancies.   LAs to use long term open dated tenancies.  Give within the law priority to Locals 

for Tenancy allocations.  Clear out illegal sub-letting and RtBuy fraud customs. Legal aid more 

available.  More homes reserved for Older/Supported/Disabled. 

 

8.   Potentially, over a decade, at a public cost and if competently implemented, this would radically 

change the Sector.  The Document is short on the Private Sector, 80% of England's Stock and 

50% of New Supply. There is no reference to lost housing from demolitions, fires, transport and 

retail schemes, which may be insignificant numerically.  The independent Pete Redfern Review 

in 2016 on the drop in owner occupied English Homes, finds the Young as failing to buy. 

 

ENGLAND’S HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS AT MARCH 2017 

 

9.   The current official name is Private Registered Provider (PRP).  Previously it was Registered 

Social Landlord (RSL).  The vast majority are Housing Associations, as defined by an Act.  They 

can have various corporate forms – the majority being Charities.  Quite why the word 'Private' 

is incorporated is not clear for a Sector which holds Treasury Grants exceeding £30 billion, is 

mostly Charities and draws much of its income from Government Benefits. The term Housing 

Association (HA) will be used here as the umbrella word. The HAs have a trade body the 

National Housing Federation (NHF).  Our main data sources have been by the Regulator of 

Social Housing (RSH).  PRP Stock in England 2016-17 is the overall Report, and Global 

Accounts of PRPs 2017 records a wealth of financial detail and comment.   

 

 As at March 2017 there are 1,432 HAs. Of these, 1,118 own less than 1,000 Units each, are 

termed Small and have light reporting duties.  The 314 HAs with more than 1,000 units all 

report. Definitions get altered, reclassifications are made, legislation changes, all putting bumps 

in the data, as for example homes get excluded or included. Fortunately, all this fine reprocessing 

scarcely shows in the overall pictures. Some maximums include - in Liverpool there are 58,000 

HA units held by 68 HAs; whilst in Knowsley 28% of the towns total Stock is HA owned. 
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 Entry of new HAs has been fairly even, 18 nett per year for 30 years.  Many were the LSVTs of 

1990-2010, doubling the size of the HA sector.  Mergers shrink the total, so that 180 Small HAs 

lie within Groups.  

 Other names will have simply disappeared on merger. Of the 314 HAs bigger than 1000 units, 

only 47 were not in a Group Structure.  There seems to be little entry of genuinely fresh HAs. 

 

10.  The total English Stock owned by HAs at March 2017 is 2781 000 units, with a further net 62 000 

managed but not owned.   Annual Stock numbers growth as recorded has varied between 

90,000 and 16,000 over the last 10 years.  Life has not been quite so bumpy - homes take years to 

deliver. There was a surge from the 2008 plan to build 155,000 new homes using £8.4 billion of 

Grants, and later further 3 Year Programmes show as a Low-Middle-High 3 year production 

delivery wave. For Profit, HAs and Managed Stock can be ignored here. 

 

 The owned Stock is tagged for different types of Tenant, as Supported 130,000; Older People 

270,000; Social Leased 165,000; Non-Social 98,000 and General Needs 2,118,000.  Affordable 

Rent is 80% of Local Market Rents and homes are being migrated to this classification, at about 

40,000 a year, half New Build and half New Tenant.  The total reached 193,000 units in 2017, 

mostly in the General Needs numbers. 

 

 The 32 Largest HAs (over 15,000) own 1,201,000 units whilst the 1,112 Smallest HAs (under 

1,000) own 125,000 units. The 278 HAs between own 1,455,000 units. This may be a classic 

90:10 distribution for statisticians but one still has to work out how to deploy the 

pattern.  Mergers happen quite frequently. They can opt to be legal and financial Take-Overs, 

Gifts or just Mergers.  

 

11.  The concept of England as 9 Regions seems to have been downgraded in favour of LAs run direct 

from Whitehall plus some Large City 'Regions'.  RSH still uses Regions as they capture all 

data.   When LA and HA stock numbers are combined, the Regional Homes and Populations are 

fairly proportionate.  Otherwise there is much data scatter, intriguing but immaterial.  For 

example, North West has 19% HA and 5% LA stock whilst next door Yorkshire has 7% HA and 

14% LA stock, but the combined percentages are much nearer.  Similarly, one has to combine 

South East and London, since one is the Dormitory of the other, and thus find 

proportionality.  The Regional stock pattern is stable, varying as much from redefinitions as from 

actual changes. 

 

12.  The Decent Homes initiative shows as practically completed by HAs in 2015, leaving a residue of 

Tenants who declined the work.  LAs were deleted from the Decent data in 2015.  These are 

presumably the 500,000 homes that are Labours Decent 2 plan. 

  

 Vacancies affect how many new families get housed. The annual data trend is downwards. Small 

HAs were deleted after 2012.  Many 'Older' tenancies were reclassified as 'General Needs'.  The 

Spare Room Subsidy removal (Bedroom Tax) started in 2013. Some Vacancies are needed at all 

times, for Tenant change, for refurbishment, pre-demolition, for decontamination, etc. Vacancies 

can be ignored in this Review. 

 

 Stock Flow annual data has many items - new build, buying old houses, redefinitions, sales, 

demolitions, LA transfers, inter HA swaps. In 2012 for example, 18,000 more units were 

included by estimating the numbers in Small HAs and by retaining in the totals the Units sold 

100% to buyers under long leases.   

 Right to Buy from HAs is legal.  It is starting to go into operation as a voluntary (ie the HAs 

volunteered) scheme.  Evictions, mostly for arrears, and Tenancy Exchanges occur steadily at 

low volumes. 

 

FINANCES OF ENGLISH HOUSING ASSOCIATIONS 
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13.  Rents are the main income of HAs. The 2016 WRW Act requires rents to reduce 1% per annum 

so reducing Benefits and pressing HAs to spend less (on repairs, care, new build). Basic rents 

average £100 per week, from £131 in London to £81 in N East Region. Are HAs restricted, by 

Law or by Grant, to have only cases of “personal need”? Is needing a house not enough? 

 

 Service charges for Need/Care amount to a surprisingly small £6 per week averaged over all 

units.  LA rents have run at about £10 per week less, steadily for the last 10 years.  The 

Affordable 80% rents are starting to show up.  Despite all the messiness of annual variations on 

items, the overall pattern even divided into Regions is of steadiness. 

 

14.  The Regulators publication, 2017 Global Accounts for PRPs, gives a thorough insight to the HA 

financial world, which is Asset rich and Income light.   Whilst the details of the disclosures show 

wide variations, the picture is of a very stable sector.  Our focus can rest at Global Accounts 

level. 

 

 The Stock is valued and reported At Cost by the Regulator.  Some HAs use a Tenanted House 

Valuation for borrowing.  The Total Assets less the normal set of Current Liabilities are £157 

billion at March 2017.  Against this sum are Commercial Loans of £67 billion plus Government 

Grants of £35 billion, leaving Net Assets or Reserves of £45 billion.  It is significant 

nationally. The figures are conservative.  Any other plausible way to value the Stock will show a 

large financial increase, coming straight through to Net Assets. Equally, with 5000,000 people in 

many sorts and degrees of need (financial, health, age, political, social ...) as the Occupants, 

normal commercial risk taking is totally unacceptable. Thus any 'market' based approach will 

never work. 

 

15.  The Grant is from Whitehall, zero interest undated conditional on the use made of the Unit. The 

commercial loans are raised from banks, funds and insurers, mostly for 20/40 year periods, some 

with 5/10 year terms. The interest rates are a scatter and average 5.0%.  With Bank Lending rate 

mostly at 0.5% for 10 years the borrowing climate has been cheap.  Many HAs use cheap short-

term money for long term work, relying on being agile if rates move up.  Serious rises in interest 

rates (and inflation) will impact on HAs, depending on the prudence of their borrowing deals.  

Cash seems not to be a limit, the Sector continually holding £7 billion of cash plus 

equivalents.  Land plus Units in process of building for sale are shown as worth £4.8 billion. 

Pension shortfall provision for HA staff shows as £2.2 billion, but it varies up and down half a 

billion as assumptions change.  Gift Aid has arisen at £300 million in the year, a tax efficient way 

to move the cash from HA's private new build profits into the Registered part. 

 

 When many HAs took on Commercial House Developments, enthusiastically and competently, 

moving on from S106 JVs, one feared that macho managements were moving in.  Some no doubt 

did.  It is clear now that it was a logical response to the cuts in Government Grants, if they were 

to continue to expand their service and not become just Caring Rent Collectors.  Should the 

funding regime in a Labour model offer more help they will have to remember to revisit their 

roots. 

 

 Overall, the financial risks look absorbable. 

 

REFLECTIONS 

 

16.  Despite the virtuosity of L&Qs new borrowing facility and the bump it makes in the statistics, the 

overwhelming sector impression is of a very worthwhile and useful service, good at its job, safe 

about money, more stable than the changing environment in which it has to operate, relatively 

immune to fashions.    

 

 So, will the Sector be able to cope with bad turns of events?  Probably because, with its 

competence and conservatism, it can buy time to adjust.  Nor is the Government likely 

to abandon the 5 million Tenantry. 
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17.  Has the Sector the capacity to rise rapidly to opportunity?  This needs more thought.  In the 19C, 

at Towns scale, there was very widespread social economic enterprise - gas works, street lights, 

water works, sewage works, street drainage, building society, library, working men’s club, 

temperance society, savings bank, park and the like. This ground-based energy is not on the same 

scale today. Can it re-emerge and be a force in a global digital world?  Not for some items, as 

Gas, Phone, Water.  But Electricity could easily go 95% local.   

 

 There has to be local social energy, an interest in betterment and a willingness to combine.  One 

obvious kind of social source is the new Communities - the Poles, the 'Indians', the Chinese, 

West Indians, Romanians, Portuguese, etc. In the 20C, both the Irish and the Jews combined 

successfully, still today in the BME class, despite each becoming a wealthy cohort.  Religious 

groups do not offer the same prospect here, as they strive to stay tight whereas the implicit 

Government aim is for the Tenants’ grandchildren to get more integrated.  Labour would have to 

overtly adopt the idea and devise ways to get these new Communities (which are already very 

competent at saving and communal sharing) to be bolder and act as if staying here forever, which 

is the reality. 

 

 Within the 5 million HA dwellers there has to be enormous potential for Creativity and 

Leadership, very much untapped.  The Co-ops and Self Builds (Circle33) of the1960s do not 

have contemporary equivalents.  The very kindness of the compulsively competent middle class 

suppresses nascent Tenant initiative, public or private. Labour would have to think this through, 

away beyond any New Labour jolliness, with a large prize if successful. It is a 20-year project, 

starting in Schools.  

 

SURVEYS AND DATA 

 

18.  A questionnaire has been issued to GBSH's client HAs as an initial survey, to explore their 

appetite for increased New Build.  The HAs outside England were included to find any 

differences.  The information is more anecdotal than Statistical, but this is compensated by the 

reliability from trusted relationships. 

 

 The initial returns show an eagerness to do more New Build (to grow) as they sense 

the unrelenting demand.  Their unanimous constraint is Land, from everybody. An update will 

follow in due course.             

 

19.  A questionnaire is also being issued to a sample from all HAs in England.  It will follow the 

initial survey and be reported separately. 

 

20.  We have tried to model the typical profile of a HA with a stock of 1,000 homes, a HA1k.  With so 

many variances in the nature of England's smaller HAs and hence so many images in different 

people’s minds, we wish to establish more commonality of perception. The profile will include 

Corporate forms, Numbers and Types of Homes and of Tenants, Nature of Board and of 

Executive Group and of Staff, Cash Profit Assets figures, Vacancies, Arrears, New Build 5 years 

record and next 5-year plans. 

 

 We are using the 20 HAs nearest to 1,000 homes at March 2017 as listed by RSH. Sizes range 

from 940 to 1,120.  Most comes from their Annual Reports 2017 or 2018.  The data is incomplete 

as each HA does its own independent Report style. A band width profile will be best as single 

'averaged' numbers suggest an unreal precision. We are able to do similar profiling for HAs of 

around 10,000 homes, the medium scale, a HA10k. Both of these exercises will be reported 

separately.  
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REVIEW 
 

21. Any study of HAs' New Build capability in England takes one into the scope of all English 

Housing and then into other areas of life beyond Housing.  The Review which follows 

is focussed on HAs but also draws from and for the fuller context.  The text is arranged as 

Finance, Organisation, Land and Other - which all overlap, as does this Review. 

 

FINANCE 

 

22.  The Balance Sheet Assets of the HA Sector at March 2017 were £157 billion gross and £45 

billion net, with Borrowings and Grant being the big Liabilities.  Most HAs show the value of 

their property assets at cost in their Balance Sheets, although some (mainly LSVTs) have 

revalued them at more current levels, and created Valuation Reserves. This is largely for 

cosmetic purposes, as the price they paid the Local Authority for them was very low. The basis 

of Balance Sheet valuation is however, fairly immaterial, as it is not the Balance Sheet figure that 

is used when assessing the value of a property for borrowing security purposes. Neither is Open 

Market Value appropriate, as no social landlord or lender in possession could or would evict 

tenants in order to create an empty property which could be sold in times of financial difficulty. 

To reflect this, two alternative valuation bases have been developed. The first, and most widely 

used, being Existing Use Value – Social Housing (EUV-SH) which is the NPV of the long term 

net cash flows attributable to the property being valued. The second is Market Value subject to 

Tenancy (MV-T) which incorporates a discount to Open Market Vacant Possession Value, to 

reflect the fact that the property is tenanted. 

 

From time to time, HAs trade properties to other HAs. Often this is part of a rationalisation 

exercise, where the geographical location of the properties (some distance from HQ) has meant 

that the cost of managing them is too high. Recent experience of these trades shows that HAs are 

willing to pay prices which average out at around 120% of EUV-SH, suggesting that EUV-SH is 

on the conservative side. 

 

As a result of the above, the financial markets have had to develop a bespoke method of assessing 

the “equity” in an HAs Balance Sheet in order to impose a maximum gearing level to constrain the 

organisations overall level of borrowing. Thus the concept of Total Net Worth (TNW) was 

developed. TNW is the level of historic grant plus free reserves in the Balance Sheet. Grant is 

included because, although it is repayable in certain circumstances, the Treasury’s right to 

repayment is subordinated to the needs of private lenders in a default situation. The gearing limit 

is set at a percentage of loans to TNW. 

 

23.  Fiscal Rules mean that just about every house in England is subsidised, in a wide variety of 

ways.  The needy and poor receive Rent Benefits, currently being incorporated into Universal 

Credit.  And the rents of many are reduced by the interest free Government Building Grants to 

HAs.  The rich pay no Capital Gains tax on their most expensive house.  Land (and forests) are 

inherited with no Inheritance Tax.  IHT gets reduced from 40% to zero on about £250,000 more 

of a couple's estate if it is held in the form of a house and passed on to family.  The very rich are 

even less tax affected.  Offshore ownership for 100,000 properties shows in the Land Register. 

Stamp Duty was recently raised for more expensive homes, damping some prices which had been 

at bubble level.  Council Tax is hopelessly low compared to LA Duties and Spend, financed 

largely by Taxes which were paid directly into the Treasury. Government gives many financial 

Assists into Home Ownership, new schemes with new names every year or two, all remaining in 

place even after being shut. The Right to Buy a council house gives a huge subsidy gift to the 

Buyer, often with unintended consequences. The current Help to Buy is the existential 

foundation of New Build sales volumes, yielding huge profits and cash, for the mass Home 

Builders at present. First Time Buyers using Help to Buy get an extra bonus of up to £5,000 from 

zero Stamp Duty on a £300,000 new purchase, more House Ownership push. Oddly, none of 

these distortions of the 'Market' seems to show in the overall data for New Build, which has its 

very own very un-Adam Smith economic model. One is dazzled by the energy and ingenuity that 
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have gone into devising and enacting so many Special Interest deals with no effect on supply 

actually meeting demand. 

 

 Despite all the feather bedding, many House Builders stalled in 2009, output falling to 90,000 

completions of half built houses. The companies were failing, with debts, poor cash flow and 

slashed land values. Instead of taking over, Government put together a Kick Start package of 

rescue financially. It included restarting on 300 sites, a Council Housing build programme, extra 

HA New Build (the 70,000 a year plan) and conversions into HA properties (with squabbles 

about standards and quality). In turn, this Kick Start package was itself largely stalled post 2011.  

 

24.  Long-term HA Commercial Borrowing is made from Pension Funds and Insurers who are always 

seeking safe decades long placing for the money they collect.  The Funds may be General, 

Public, Private or Foreign, all the same here. They see English Social Housing as utterly safe but 

with low reward and with Government rule changing.  They seek diversity and so a significant 

proportion of these huge still annually growing quantities can come into English HAs.  

They will respond to a welcoming unhostile environment. Can one impose a duty to place say 

5% of the gross inflow of every British Pension Fund, private and public, into building new 

English Social Housing, for say 15 years?  After 10 years, reconsider.  Such processes can be 

made efficient by imaginative effort.  Some small tax adjustment could attract a continuous 

flow.   

  

ORGANISATION 

 

25.  The Regional distribution of HAs and their Stock is much less skewed to London than is the total 

economy.  For England, the Government concept should use that Regional framework.  At 

Regional scale concepts, values, assumptions and voice (culture one can say) are much more held 

in common, so that policy and governance are more comprehensible.  It gives smaller 

Associations trust to respond to encouragement on new build possibilities. 

 

Regions also counter the London gravitational pull.  One may or may not like Livingstone but he 

did a brilliant job in defining what a City Mayor can do.  He got direct hold of London Transport, 

the Metropolitan Police and the DCLG annual New Build Social Housing Grant.  It enabled him 

to win the 2012 Olympics, to do Congestion Charging and to enforce cleaner air.  Johnson did 

good and harm.  Khan is building on Livingstone.  All excellent for its own purpose, but it has 

seriously drained the rest of England, and will continue to do so until someone changes the 

rules.  Government has to set up equivalent, powerfully equipped arrangements to cover every 

part of England.  The current Mayoralties are only a patchwork palliative, the easy bits, not a 

system.   A sustained Regional 'devolution' would yield the civic dynamism of USA, Germany or 

China. 

 

26.  What is a Small HA?  The term is often used to mean 1,000 homes or less.  There seem to be no 

clear step changes along the HA size spectrum, from 1,000 to 100,000 units, though the smallest 

and largest have very different natures. Here, we do not basically need to struggle on hard 

divisions into Small/Medium/Large. We will concentrate on the large majority of HAs and 

occasionally note the two ends of 9 HAs Over 40,000 and 109 HAs with Zero units (the biggest 

HAs, over 100,000 homes, do not appear on RSHs data). 

 

Around 2007 the Housing Corporation, doing Grant cum Regulation, prepared for allocating a 

much increased DCLG Annual Grant budget.  It decided to use 3 year Programmes and to make 

delivery Agreements with 134 selected Associations to take the money. The specific New Build 

sites and numbers could get confirmed or adjusted later.  Efficiency and urgency were prioritised 

and ensured delivery but it also discouraged the smaller HAs.  It was 3 year planning, not 

generational planning.  One can still see the residue of that policy in HA behaviours. As Grants 

were reduced under 'Austerity' post 2010, the large HAs had the machinery to become Direct 

Housing Developers for private home sales.  They were able to raise huge, very cheap debts from 

the Quantitative Easing in the financial markets. The unfavoured HAs were largely closed for 

much New Build and so were further de-skilled. 
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27.  One large HA is working on an arrangement which may have wider potential to provide new 

social homes.  It will build homes and then sell bundles on to selected small adjacent low asset 

HAs, who do not have the Capacity to build their own or to buy old stock.  The Small HAs will 

have to raise their own debt, mortgaged on the new high-quality stock.  This removes the 

development risk from the small still weak HAs.  It also sustains the Large HA's development 

capacity, and refocuses the inwards preoccupations of the Large developing HA.   Being a 

London operation is advantageous with its population density, the many poor communities, the 

relentless demand and the bubble prices.  The idea should be capable of being adapted to operate 

in other centres across England.  It deserves monitoring to see how it goes. 

 

28.  Why care about Small HAs in new build terms?  To look after up to 1000 homes and their 2500 

occupants is a worthwhile activity in its own right.  And appropriate for possibly 900 of the 1100 

such Small HAs.  But other Small HAs will have Leaders (Trustees, Directors, Officers) who 

have the Will, the Skill and the Energy to expand including New Build, if the climate were 

favourable.  The Basic Case is that Small HAs are much closer to and in touch with their 

Community.  One presumes that a HA of 1,000 homes, a HA1k, will have a core location plus a 

sprinkling of properties elsewhere, delivering focussed allocations and care.  They are less 

efficient from the National viewpoints of Government and Regulators.  But there are other 

desirable characteristics and top down Visions are very weighted in favour of fairly narrow top 

down Criteria. 

 

29.  A typical regional HA1k can be sketched. We are also studying a model profile, based on the 

data of 20 actual HAs nearest to 1,000 homes, checked to include a good range of characteristics, 

like geography etc.  In real life, very few HAs will match our profile model but that is 

normal.  At 25 homes per hectare the land could equal a kilometre by 400 metres about 10 streets 

full or 8 Tower Blocks.  The 2,500 people justify a one form junior school. The Estate is worth 

£90m and shows as a net asset of £30m.  The rental income is £6m a year.  It can run on a non-

professional volunteer Board.   

 

With HAs at 10% of England's homes, one HA1k represents a town of 25,000.  With the 

diversity from other HAs one can say that every town of 50,000 should have one Local HA, 

named for the town, acknowledged in the town, with active links to Council, MP, Schools, 

Churches, Clubs et al.  That this is romantic one agrees, but one has to imagine in order to 

understand and let changes become feasible. The Darlington Building Society is 10 local offices 

and came through the 1990s unaffected. It takes deposits only from people with a regional 

address. Small HAs can have the equivalent rootedness.  

 

Limitations for the HA1k include careers for staff, having a Pension Fund, up to date competence 

in technology and regulation, spotting and sorting bad events. If we consider the ''500'' HAs in 

the band of 500 to 1,500 homes, these aspects need to be faced in any case, whether or not they 

do New Build. There are many ways to transcend beyond these limitations.   In general, one can 

leave most HAs with less than 500 units (or revisit once other progress is happening) to get on 

with their missions. 

 

   The formation of New Build Clubs offers a way forward for Small HAs to do new build.  With 

10 HAs as one Club, the clout of a 10,000 HA is available. The Club could be an equally 

owned SPV, doing New Build.  It would probably not become the Builder, but be staffed to 

cover buying land, planning applications, fund raising, design, construction, legal and financial 

matters. With able HA Leaders as an active Club Board, this would work well.   

A basic weakness is that its narrow logic it points to merging the whole of these 10 HAs' 

activities. But this would waste all that is good about Small HAs.  The tension could become 

stalemate. 

 

 It would be wise to let the Small (1,000) HAs have their equal chance to do New Build, if only 

for self respect and motivation.   The actual built totals may never be large but all outputs are 

additive.  This is so much more than a pure numbers game.  It is also wise to prevent the Largest 
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HAs using their clout to over-dominate the Sector.  This polarisation phenomenon (part of nature 

but we are I hope a bit socially better than raw Nature) has characterised most of economic 

change for 40 years in all parts of almost all rich countries.  It has by now produced various 

malign ''side'' effects.  It did not set out to try to be nasty but neither does it care much.  

 

30. The middle HAs above and below 10,000 homes should be expected to deliver proportionately to 

the large HAs.  The competences of their Leadership will be one essential key (can a Tenant tell 

the difference between a 10k and a 50k HA by its behaviour? In both, the CX is only a name). Is 

there a logical minimum size for a continuously developing/building HA?  It may be 5,000 to get 

the mass, if one ignores the occasional charismatic leader lower down the size ladder.  There is 

no clear upper plateau. Simple delivery efficiency as such increases all the way up to 40k.  The 

pool of Leadership has to provide enough diverse and competent supply of Officers and 

Board.  In the 'come the day come the (wo)man' concept, one may consider that there is 

unlimited Leadership competence and willingness out there, its availability and its development 

set by the attractiveness of the mission.   

 

To get smaller HAs much more active on New Build it will be necessary to help things along by, 

contrarily, more Regulation or at least Regulators who have developed a teaching as well as a 

policing culture.  In any serious change of pace, the amateur, giving, goodwill culture must be 

sustained as valid and not slowly and quietly strangled.  Recall the frenzy of Building Societies 

demutualising, selling out, merging and failing.  It was very forecastable.  To let it happen here in 

a rush to build would be equally un-restorable and unforgivable.  

 

31.  A model where all Tenants had incomes which afforded market rents would remove HA grants 

and subsidy, and the whole support apparatus. Given the New House Private Developers' cartel 

effect, LAs might still have to be the builders. Overall, money would remain much as 

is.  Unfortunately, we cannot all become such model Tenants. Some lack the physical, mental 

and financial competencies which are assumed for a model Tenant. The idea fails. 

 

LAND 

 

32.  In discussions, Land repeatedly emerges as much more of a constraint than Funding for Housing 

Associations' development ambitions.  Land spills over into Finance and Organisation but will be 

kept fairly focussed here.  

 

Nationalising land was in the 1945 Labour Manifesto along with NHS, India's Independence 

etc.  The Lords were powerful and our Planning system was the compromise - Control increased 

but not Ownership.   It has mostly worked well but very badly for housing.  Nationalisation may 

still be too bold for Labour's energies.  The proverb - 'where there is a will there is a way' - 

demonstrates itself repeatedly, the amount of way being the result of the amount of will.  To be 

as radical as will be necessary on Land, Labour will have to find some very powerful Vision and 

the Will. When the Press says 'far left', workable answers will only be approaching. 

 

To create a Government Department of Land would give form to the issue and its potential for 

good. Land and homes are England’s largest asset and so merit the highest priority.  

 

Modern Economics started with the Scientist Adam Smith, and he soon saw that Land did not fit 

into his otherwise plausibly universal theories.  It was and is a special case because there was 

limited supply, even when England’s population was only 10% of its present numbers. And it is 

not movable. Any land policies based on Free Market/Liberal Capitalism ideas will fail to deliver 

generally acceptable outcomes, as one sees.  So, what could be done?  Compared to the scale of 

the matter, any specific individual item will not be effective.  Being cumulative, with a few they 

start to be interactive beneficially - the show moving.  Here are a few (for Labour, not for 

GBSH). 

 

33.  Zone areas of Land under Planning Regulations for Housing Associations to have first 

refusal.  Not necessarily next to the Recycling Depot. The concept links to the Thatcher Tax Free 
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Enterprise Land Zones, the Isle of Dogs being a good transformational example.  'Canary Wharf' 

as it is now badged was a huge multi storey shed built around 1970 for the banana trade.  Fred 

Olsen built a smart new iconic Ferries Terminal on the next wharf inside the dock 

gates.  All closed by 1979.  Heseltine saw that something had to be done.  The Canary tax break 

format is harder to see here - subsidies being the equivalent for HAs – though it was equally hard 

to see the Canary in 1981. Tax Breaks and subsidies are identical in nature, a fiscal advantage.  

 

To prioritise or reserve land to HAs, in all sales of land by Public Bodies such as central 

government, local authorities, national enterprises like NHS, Armed Forces would be a smaller 

but easier variant to Zoning.  Some magnificent MOD coastal lands could be used for urban 

land swaps.  

 

Through the last 40 years much Publicly Owned Land has been directly sold out.  And in the 

Privatisations of Utilities and Services vast areas of Land Ownership were included and no doubt 

undervalued in the Prospectus. With New Housing the great consumer of urban land even at its 

constrained rate of output, perverse outcomes emerge.  Berkeley has prospered with recent 

audited group annual profits of £210,000 per unit of its 3,900 sales, on lands that were British 

Gas, Thames Water, NHS etc.  

 

But the effect is that Nurses cannot afford to buy a flat on the old NHS land, Policemen cannot 

buy in converted Police Stations, Teachers cannot buy on old LA land, nor can the Gas workers 

nor the Water workers nor the Demobbed on MOD sites.  One wishes to believe that it is only 

inept Government but it is so obvious, so extensive, for so long that one is forced to think it may 

be conscious or at the least hugely uncaring policy. 

 

At a detailed level, but no less important, one winces to contemplate Council or HA Tower 

Blocks where substantial scattered individual Right to Buys have been done.  Some Tower 

Blocks are near scenic surroundings/river banks and are very attractive.  How to look after, keep 

up to date and improve buildings with such an ownership structure defies reasonable solution, the 

LA being the default manager/funder.  Was it a poison pill? 

 

34.  Planning Permission is a Gift from the Crown, administered by Local Authorities. In freehold, 

one is allowed to 'hold land free', passed on by the Crown at zero rent for an indefinite period. 

The land is resumed or re-allocated at will (of Parliament mostly) typically for new transport, 

city centre or military uses.  At present, an Applicant given a Planning Permission gets all the 

financial benefits from the change of use, tempered by Section 106 deals. These are often very 

weakly settled, sometimes because of rules like Viability.  

  

The increase in a site's market value is a Public Gift to a Private Entity, an arbitrary action, even 

a perverse one.  The money should be defined as belonging to the permission giver, not the 

permission getter, to be kept or to be shared amongst the Applicant, the Public and the 

Authority.  An equal 3-way split might keep a majority sweet. 

 

In any case Section 106 is well past its overall usefulness.  House Builders and Financial 

Institutions have by now found or created most of the gaps and soft edges in the Law, even 

getting more added, and are exploiting them.   

 

35.  Can a recognisably free market in land, including private sector land, be ensured by 

regulation?   Smith was clear that all commercial activities (trades) would naturally form price 

fixing cartels if not stopped.  Regulation and Law were key parts of his modelling.  Land was in 

any case already a special case in its own right. Wealth of Nations Book 1, chapter 9. Book 5, 

chapter 2.2.1  

  

Land in England is not a free open market because of tactics like pre-emptive secret Options on 

farmland and green belt land taken by wealthy bodies including the House Developers, Insurers, 

Pension Funds and Great Estates.  Tesco did it for a decade.  Evidence of the malfunction is that 

the annual rate of new house build in England does not respond to demand, slowing in low 
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growth times but not rising much at all in the faster years.   The monetary extractions from this 

cartel effect are at a sustained uncompetitively high level, in dividends, share buy backs and 

director packages.  The big housebuilders mostly fell into bad financial problems in 2008 but 

Government missed that very low cost easy chance to change the game for public benefit by not 

acquiring the landbanks in corporate takeovers. It held even the Lenders in its hand. 

 

36.  The Land Register can have a major upgrade - to be a Living Domesday Book.  Digital makes 

this feasible.  It would gather and make public all land and building tenure data across England, 

without exception, from Royal Estates to the Wrapper Companies parked in low tax Crown 

Dependencies. Guillaume had it made in part to create his tax base and he was thorough, no 

hiding spaces.  England needs a person with that willpower now. 

 

Such an exercise would display the huge amounts of de-industrialised land in and near towns and 

cities, and in the countryside as pitheads, railheads, gravel pits, quarries, docks, waterworks.  It 

highlights so many industries that have gone - not just the obvious steel, coal, shipbuilding - but 

also wool, cotton, potteries - with boutique remnants.  Like aircraft wings.  Much of these lands 

produce a derelict ring in cities between the (vibrant) centre and the (green) suburbs, chaotic race 

tracks most of the day, gridlocks in the rush hour. They are partly used by car lots, scrapyards, 

storage, retail and logistics sheds, car washes, all necessary, but hostile urban with high spiked 

fences, guard dogs, coarse hard surfaces and lots of unattended areas, the bad aspects of 

commerce. Gig land with gig jobs.  Even Great London is still filling in the deindustrialised ring, 

at Battersea, Kings Cross, Stratford, Bermondsey, Greenwich, Chiswick, Southall.   

 

Reclaiming these areas can be expensive for decontamination, rerouting, clearing.  They should 

come ahead of Green Belt as a source for housebuilding (and school... ) expansion.  Transport 

gets relieved and the city gets reintegrated with itself.  There are usually buried filthy streams to 

be uncovered and reclaimed.  Life can be made pleasant even without gentrification. 

 

37.  Green Belt has got stuck between the Nimbies/CPRE and the House Developers, being steadily 

nibbled away. Many educational building sites permitted in the expansion of universities since 

the 1960s are now being sold to House Developers for new Green Belt estates, a very unintended 

consequence, presumably because of no reversionary clauses.  The great private estates know 

better how to protect themselves long term. 

 

The green belt situation needs an open-minded review.  One has to anticipate the howling 

protests long before any facts or proposals are even set out and deal with them firmly. A first step 

might be to sub-classify the GB land, say into 3 classes, not too many so as to limit loop hole 

opportunities.  Lost Land already taken for new build; Precious Land to be fiercely held 

unambiguously green; and Discussable Land with a rule to class it Precious or to replace it with 

equal or better additional new green belt land.  Sites near towns would emerge, and much could 

be allocated for Social House building. 

 

OTHER MATTERS 

 

38.  Regulation is often cast as blocking new ideas and inhibiting delivery. It can be tedious and feel 

frustrating but it is an essential element to ensure some degree of Quality and Legality and to 

protect weak Tenants.  Regulation also actually stimulates people for good ideas as well as 

evasion. To doubters one has to say 'Grenfell' and the ignored Residential Tower Fires that 

preceded it.  Regulation, neither less nor more, is not a key issue for a big new build Programme. 

 

39.  The Construction Industry, which will be looked to for doing the increased New Home Build, is a 

mixture of good and otherwise.  EU turns up as Builders, as Suppliers and as Workers.  The large 

British Building Contractors have mostly been seduced by the financial attractions of 

PFI/Servicing (Carillion) or of House Development.  George Wimpey and Taylor Woodrow only 

20 years ago were world stage top class Construction Contractors, strong enough to build 

Nuclear Power Stations and stuff in China, but threw that away to merge as Taylor Wimpey 
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Homes and build houses in the UK.  Both routes offer to a business high control over its scale, 

income, profit and cash. The citizens of the UK have lost out in all these cases. 

 

England’s Construction Industry has a force of skilled and willing tradesmen/women, whose 

supply is competently and massively supplemented for the economic cycles via our EU 

membership.  The Industry has many small local builders, in a long continuum up from sole 

traders, often craftsman led.  They open and fold too easily.  The materials and manufacturing 

production to supply the Builders is notoriously inelastic with delays and shortages arising 

unannounced.  Imports are large including even some low added value items.  Quality and 

Choice come into it.   

 

40.  Prefabrication is an obvious item, the Big Idea waiting to recommence for decades. Some have 

sincerely tried and mostly withdrawn.  In a large long-term, publicly driven new build 

Programme prefabrication must be pushed to deliver.  By the Industry or by the State?   

 

England has had no intellectual building nursery base, since the Building Research Establishment 

was abandoned by Heseltine in 1996/7, made into a private trust held commercial firm.  It then 

had to compete, not its key skill, pushed to low prices to get work and steadily emasculated of its 

best brains and ideas.  Nor is there a UK university whose prime interest is Building (cf LSE for 

Sociology; Cranfield and IC for Technology). We do not see Building as worthy of intellectual 

input and we live with the inevitable results. 

 

Digital is permeating Construction. From BIM (single database of information including 

geometry for a project; oddly too difficult till now; Brunel's Istanbul Hospitals?)  to Eye 

Recognition of the onsite workers, an opportunity lies awaiting us. The industry will not come 

together fast enough.  So, Government has to provide the Drive as well as Money Shades of 

Benn. Here is not for the detail.  Some real projects are being successfully built at present in the 

prefabrication way.  For it to happen still needs a clear Leader and London Prices.  

 

English 'pragmatism' may get through the short term but it is useless for Policies.   The French 

have their Ecole des Ponts et Chausses (roads and bridges), founded in 1747 by the King and still 

State Owned, to provide the technical skills that could enhance France.  It remains today as 

a premier missioned University which mothers aspire to have their children attend.  Its graduates 

permeate the French governing class.  The TGV and Peage Systems, Airbus and EDF (who can 

actually still design and make a nuclear power station) are its products. It produces Politicians. 

Downsides are arrogance and the mistakes being big ones.    

 

Such an Intellectual Institution of Building/construction is an essential tool for 

progress.  England needs one.  It has to deliver Research, Applications and Teaching 

interactively.   I would certainly not resuscitate BRE. Starting from scratch would take 

decades.  It could get going from some English University which is willing to split out its 

Building/Construction activities, including Computing, Materials, Sustainability, Sociology, 

Engineering, Architecture, Fire, Finance, Management (and set up the Remainder on its own or 

merge with a neighbour university).   The New Uni would be State owned, just as so many great 

British Technology Establishments were till 1990.    It would not be in London/South East (too 

unreal).  A Red Brick is the obvious starting point to explore. The essentials are only 

Organisation, Premises, Staff and a Visionary Leader.  Like anything good it would cost. 

 

Russia has vast numbers of '50' year old blocks of flats in its cities, created fast by the State 

using Prefabrication, not glamorous.      Academics are studying how to get high quality 50% 

increases in the numbers/areas of accommodation, typically 2 more floors on a 5 storey block, 

plus end blocks, without spreading the City out and demanding more roads, trains, services.  And 

publishing in UK journals.  Such generic studies may avoid wholesale destruction techniques, 

which destroy communities also.  This solution is not for England but it shows what a State 

Supported Intellectual Institution can tackle, even in a poor country.  
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41.  A million extra Social Homes would grow the Sector from the present 4.3 million LA+HA to 

5.3m, 18% total over 10 years.  It feels easy. Could the HAs deliver their proportionate 63%, by 

63 000 New Builds a year, starting at 40k and plateauing at 70k from Y5?  The current HA build 

rate is hard to know as the Built to Sell pops in and out of the data and waves are formed by 3 

year programmes. Take current as 35k per year.  Some confidence in the Sector can be felt from 

the sustained 55k a year delivered by HAs in the 2008-11 years.  The HAs were geared up for 

70k New Build a year till Austerity was declared.  To avoid a very slow start, one has to 

recognise the time sequence effects of Annuality, Treasury, Department, Agency Quango, HAs 

and announcements made in March for April.  A 5 Year Plan, with an implied second one, based 

on only some of the land and planning permissions being settled at the start, would have to be 

risked. 

 

The 2006/7 policy of DCLG/Treasury/Housing Corporation was to go to 3 year programming, 

but with selected larger HAs, keeping just some of the budget open to all.  It gave efficiency of 

administration and better certainty of delivery. The sidelined smaller HAs were to be tackled 

later, but later never came. 

 

A serious organised restoration plan would be necessary to get all HAs up to New Build speed. 

For the Medium sized HAs some particular induction to the new Plans, Expectations and 

Funding will also be needed.  If these notes seem to imply doubts, that would be misleading.  The 

thoughts are more a Listing of the Preparations the writer might be testing prior to starting 

Implementation. There is very little doubt that the HAs of England taken together can deliver 

500/600,000 New Homes over 10 years within Labours Plan. The start will seem slow as the 

Process up to turning a Key in a Front Door takes years.  The Review developed here, with Small 

Medium and Large HAs all contributing, would ensure that the New Build was done well for 1 

million plus homes and irreversibly. 

 

42.  London is the odd region out and little attempt need be made to form integrated theories.   Some 

of its methods may be adopted for the other Regions but its nature (more like Singapore than like 

Yorkshire) precludes a totally uniform approach.  The currency is Sterling but, with prices/sq ft 

at 2x or 3x dearer, it is a different exchange rate.  And one cannot transport the land.  This is not 

a negative on London, rather the recognition that the rest of England is not just a ''failed'' 

London.  Having 9 Regions all as 'Londons', each sucking off the others, is impossible. 

 

43.  HAs are living organisms.  As with many economic populations, change is continual.  Growing 

or shrinking here are slow and steady, reflecting the nature of the customers and of land.  Failures 

are very infrequent.  More common is a static small HA, fulfilled by caring for the Tenants and 

maintaining the Estate, proud to have no Debt, but no New Build.  That is a very valid 

contribution, were there sufficient homes in England for its poor or needy.  A fair way will have 

to be devised (money + or -?) if one is to invoke building participation by the many small HAs 

on some much bigger scale.  

  

Merging (or Take Overs or Gifting) seem to be regular amongst the medium HAs, though the 

publicity may exaggerate the reality.  The numbers of middle sized HAs are not hollowed out 

yet.  But neither is there much sign of the HA1ks growing to ascend into medium sizes.  And 

there is surprisingly little genuine organic New Entry at the bottom.  'Voluntary' Transfers from 

the 1.6m LA stock may continue under Labour but the objective and benefits are not obvious, 

nor for whom.   Decent homes can be delivered without a LSVT envelope. 

 

44.  More Items that affect the picture. 

-  Immigrations. More Homes get needed; Provides a Labour force; New HA potential. 

     -   Victorian civic values - Revisit the issue. 

     -   Roles of Tenants beyond occupying the home and paying rent. 

- TMOs.   Tenant Management Organisations. Role in light of Grenfell. 

-  Freeing up some of the unused/underused occupation of large homes - not by law, rather by 

financial and planning pressures/measures. 

     -  Quality of New Homes - room sizes; materials; carbon efficiency; longevity; ... 
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     -  Upgrading existing homes for Energy Saving; other health issues; private or public; Area 

Renewals. 

     -  Downgrades by Rating Agencies for the ''developer'' risk in some large HAs. 

- In the current context, a merged Housing Agency and Regulator gives a very 

 effective operational tool, even if it offends management purists.  
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CONCLUSIONS 

 

45.  Here are my main Conclusions from this study:  

  

-   The increased rate of New Build for Social Housing in England as sought by Labour is 

feasible, at about 2% New Stock every year. 

-    The HA sector has available capacity to build New Homes at an increased annual rate, with 

relatively small changes of context. 

-    The HA sector has the potential to do New Build at a much higher annual volume if an 

appropriate, calculated and radical enough context were created by Government. 

- Land is the immediate limitation. Leadership and Finance are also necessary but less urgent. 

- It may be best to form a Department for Land (and Housing?) within Government. 

 - The smaller HAs can play a much greater part in delivery than as at present. 

- An Educational and Training Programme will be needed for the changes in organisation and 

attitude to be made quickly and safely. 

 - Overt leadership from Central Government is needed to create the momentum and 

 sustain it. 

- Long-time scales have to be tolerated, with 5 year Plans and 10 Year Pictures filling in a 20 

Year generational cycle. After that who can know. The supply problem may finally be 

eradicated. That has to be the aim. 

- Housing is one piece of the Jigsaw of Society.  Equivalent progress has to be made in parallel 

on all the other Human rights and obligations - health, education, employment. 

- Housing is basically such a mechanistic part of life (much less messy than Health or Sickness 

or Education or Elderly Care or Military or Crime) that it has to be possible to deliver it in a 

relatively plain way, what ordinary people would call 'taking it out of politics'. 

- The scale of sustained large annual New Build rates is enormous, affecting local and national 

economies on both sides of the equation. 

- New Build by Local Authorities and the Private Sector will be running also and affect HAs' 

situation.  Government should operate all three as a single issue. 

 - Other points lie in the body of the text. 
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